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generated and detected in the laboratory condition is presented. Interaction of electro-magnetic and gravita-
tional waves into a strong magnetic field is considered as a more promising variant of the laboratory GW-
Hertz experiment. The formulae of the direct and inverse Gertsenshtein-Zeldovich effect are derived. Nu-
merical estimates are given and a discussion of a possibility of observation of these effects in a lab is car-
ried out. 
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Introduction 
 
      Gravitational wave predicted by general relativity (see classical Einstein‟s paper [1]) remains to be the 
last type of radiation without a direct experimental confirmation. Although the indirect evidence of gravi-
tational wave emission exists in astrophysics (a famous reduction of the orbital period of the Tailor‟s pul-
sar [2]) the aspiration to discovery and possession of this new form of matter turns up in the main stream 
of modern experimental physics. After the first attempts of J.Weber on detecting gravitational radiation of 
extraterrestrial origin [3] this branch of physical experiment has got an enormous development. Unique 
gravitational detectors - large solid state cryogenic resonance bars and long based optical interferometers 
at suspended mirrors have been constructed and passed through series of observation runs in expectation 
of a gravitational wave astrophysical signal. Recent reports of physical and technical aspects of these ex-
periments one can find for example in the review papers [4] (physical results) and [5] (technical issue). 
However the main sequence of these experiments can be summarized in the short phrase: “up to now no 
any signals of gravitational wave nature were detected”. At present gravitational interferometer detectors 
(LIGO, VIRGO) go through the stage of modernization with a goal of improving sensitivity at one order 
of value meanwhile the cryogenic bars (Nautilus, Auriga) continue to be in a duty cycle. This racing for 
the permanent increase of gravitational detector sensitivity stimulated by astrophysical forecast of the rate 
of random signals already is resulted in the extraordinary technical instrumentation which allows to per-
form measurements at the level of quantum limit of accuracy [6]. Here we have to remark that theoretical 
base of possibility to perform such “quantum measurements” were developed also in the papers of 
V.Manko with collaborators [7-9]. In these papers a rigorous definition of “quantum non demolition vari-
able” (i.e. the variable which is free from quantum limitation) was introduced and a parallel with classical 
theory of optimal filtration was demonstrated. This understanding becomes especially important now for 
the successful development of the new (third) generation of the gravitational wave detectors [10]. At the 
same time a delay with “discovery of astrophysical gravitational waves” makes it reasonable to come 
back to analysis of the old idea of the “laboratory gravitational Hertz experiment”. 
      It is interesting that the first consideration of the Hertz experiment with gravitational radiation in la-
boratory was carried out again by J.Weber in his pioneer paper [11]. He found that a generated power 
might reach 10^{-13} erg/sec but remained to be much less the receiver sensitivity. Afterwards several 
different mechanical and electromagnetic schemes were analyzed [12-15]. Brief summary of Russian re-
searcher‟s contribution see in the papers [16,17]. Main conclusion was that in laboratory conditions of 
“slow motion” and “weak field” it would be extremely difficult to construct any effective gravitational 
generator and Hertz experiment seemed more as Gedanken figure then practical one. On the other hand an 
understanding that a gravitational radiation noise background at the typical radio VHF range 10
7
 – 108 Hz 
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also must be negligibly small allows to continue a speculation on possibility of a “gravitational transmis-
sion of information” even with weak power transmitters 
      Modern programs for astrophysical GW searching using both ground-based and space apparatus deal 
with a frequency range does not exceed a few kilocycles per second. The upper frequency limit for relati-
vistic sources is determined by the inverse fly-by time for a strong field region 
i.e. kHzMMrc Og  )/3(30)/( . The lower the frequency, the more intensive GW bursts one 
could expect according to the modern astrophysical forecast; in other words, massive relativistic stars are 
„too heavy‟ and „too inertial‟ for the production of powerful high frequency radiation. Nevertheless the 
high frequency gravitational radiation sources in astrophysics also were studied but this list is restricted to 
four different classes of objects: thermal gravitational radiation of stars [18] mutual conversion of elec-
tromagnetic and gravitational waves in a magnetized interstellar plasma [19], a relict cosmological gravi-
tational wave background [20, 21] and gravitational radiation from very low mass primordial black holes 
[22]. Below we do not consider modified gravity models with large extra dimensions which predict pro-
fusive emission of light  Kaluza-Klein gravitons (see for example  the principal paper [23] ). However  
most part of these models is associated with violation of Equivalence Principle. 
A brief review of high frequency sources in the frame of GR one can find in the paper [22]. Here we only 
point out some details of the relict gravitational wave background which will be used further in our ar-
ticle. 
  All theories give a non-thermal energy density spectrum for the GW relic background with a growth at 
low frequencies and a fall in the high-frequency region [20, 21]. It reflects a specific parametric mechan-
ism of the GW amplification for gravitons with wavelengths of the order of the scale factor getting a more 
effective pump from the gravity field of the expanding world. 
The spectrum at high frequencies has a cutoff approximately in the region Hzc
1110 ;  it corresponds 
to the temperature, 0.9 K, that the GW relic background would have in the case of the adiabatic evolution 
[21]. Beyond c  the spectrum falls down very quickly: so at the frequency Hz
1110  the GW standard es-
timation is 
2/13210   Hzh  for the metric perturbation and 
1265 .1010   scmergF  for the 
GW flux. These data are very small in comparison with the sensitivity typical of modern gravitational 
detectors 
2/12310   Hzh and with it at the much low frequency range Hz
32 1010 . 
There are also estimates of stochastic high frequency GW background derived from the theory of primor-
dial (big bang) nuclearsynthesis, so called “BBN constrain”. The logic here is that a large GW energy 
density at the time of BBN would alter the abundances of the light nuclei produced in the process [24]. At 
low frequencies of LIGO and VIRGO detectors Hz )1010( 32  the BBN constrain corresponds to spec-
tral density of GW metric perturbation 
2/12410   Hzh .The BBN limit here was recently slightly beat 
in the LIGO S5 scientific run [25]. But at the more high frequency region Hz )1010( 1512  BBN theory 
forecasts the much smaller limit h  
2/13734 1010   Hzh  . Meanwhile the cosmic string model 
[26], and inflationary model [27] give estimate up to 
2/13010  Hzh . This the more optimistic forecast 
proposed by known theories we will have in mind during our consideration below in this paper. 
      Meanwhile for a laboratory generated gravitational radiation directed to a proper gravitational receiv-
er for detection the high frequency range is just favorable one. The more promising frequency range for a 
gravitational Hertz test in a lab occupies the very high frequency interval Hz1510 1010  [16, 17]. One 
stimulating idea here is based on the understanding that in a lab one could organize a coherent radiation 
from a large number of elementary quadruples (atoms or molecules of properly selected media, vortices 
in a superconductor, etc). The radiated power is expected to be relatively large  because the very small 
factor of the quadruple formula G/c5 can be compensated by other factors: the enormous number of par-
ticipating quadrupoles (up to 
32422 1010  cm ), sixth power of the oscillating frequency 6 , and a very 
sharp beaming of the output signal  A composition of such type of multi cell setup of course is as-
sociated with a special selection of controversial parameters in respect of the maximum radiated 
power. Discussion and example of such optimization one can find in the paper [15-17]. 
It worth to note also that an elementary quadruple as a GW detector at very high frequencies should be 
more effective because its size can be matched to the gravitational wavelength (at low frequencies, bar 
detectors and even interferometers have the loose factor (mismatch) 1)/( gl  ). 
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In last years a new attention was attracted to the problem of the “laboratory Hertz experiment” with a 
high frequency gravitational radiation. (In particular the two special international conferences have been 
carried out in US on the subject:  1
st
 HFGW conf., MIRT corp., McLean, May 6-9, 2003 and  2
nd
 HFGW 
Int.WS, Institute for Advanced Studies at Austin (IASA), Texas, September 17-20, 2007, inspired by the 
main protagonist of the problem prof. R.M.L.Baker Jr). Partly it might be explained by a recent technolo-
gical progress in nano structures manufacturing which promises a creation of very effective  multi cell 
coherent GW-radiators in a form of relatively compact solid chips controlled by PC. 
 A practical interest is associated with the “old dream” to realize a new “low noise and extremely far dis-
tance” communication line which might be effective at space scale using the gravitational waves as most 
penetrative type of radiation in the nature. 
      In the microwave and optical region the magneto-optical principle of HFGW generation and detection 
was last years in the center of attention of research groups involved in the problem. The idea of a mutual 
EM-GW conversion in a magnetic field was initially proposed and estimated in the pioneer papers of 
Gertsenshtein [28] and Zeldovich [29,30] in application to some astrophysical phenomena. Recently this 
principle was explored in respect of the detection of high frequency tail of relic gravitational wave back-
ground and some construction of correspondent magneto-optical receiver was proposed [31]. In this paper 
we follow to the goal of independent estimation and checking a possibility of using the “direct and in-
verse Gertsenstein effect” for a laboratory construction of HFGW generator and detector. In distinguish of 
the paper [31] we use the well known optical instrument - FP cavity for amplification of the EM-GW and 
GW-EM conversion effects. Gravitational wave amplitude produced by a generator based at the direct 
Gertsenstein effect is calculated. Then this wave is sent at the “inverse Gertsenstein-Zeldovich receiver” 
and the registration problem is estimated at the black body radiation background. Finally we consider  a 
principal possibility of application FP cavity to enhance the conversion effect and briefly discuss one of 
such type  detector [31] proposed for a relic GW background 
 
 
1. Basic equations  
 
      One can start from the Einstein equations in the following form  
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Just this form is convenient for an analysis of gravitational wave generation by a variable electromagnetic 
field so as the electromagnetic energy-momentum tensor of the field has a trace equal to zero ( 0T ) 
and the equations (1) are reduced to 
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In particular below we will be interested with spatial components of the gravitational wave. Then the 
energy-momentum tensor in (2) can be replaced by the Maxwell stress tensor: 
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The next simplification consists in transition to the weak gravitational field approximation  
   ,ikikik hg     ikh| | << 1 
with the Lorentz gauge (or TT gauge [32]) 
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Under this the Ricci tensor takes the form: 
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Finally instead of (1) one comes to the equation 
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2.  The Gertsenshtein – Zeldovich problem 
      We will use the equation (4) to get solutions for so called “direct Gertsenshtein – Zeldovich  (GZ) 
problem”, i.e. - a generation of gravitational wave by the electromagnetic one in the presence of constant 
magnetic field, and the inverse GZ problem, - a birth of electromagnetic field under action of metric per-
turbation (equivalent of GW action) in the strong magnetic field. 
       Let‟s start from a simple configuration of electromagnetic fields. The constant magnetic 
field H = 2e 0H  along the y-axis covers the x-region: 0 ≤ х ≤ L. Besides the electromagnetic 
wave with linear polarization along z-axis travels along the positive direction x-axis. Then a total 
electromagnetic field has the following two components 
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We prefer to use here the “Gaussian system of units” where the four main vector variables HBDE ,,,  
have the same dimensions (see Sommerfeld [33]). In particular the electric and magnetic components of 
the plane electromagnetic wave in this system became equal:    .~~ 00 CGSMHCGSEE   The matrix of 
Maxwell stress tensor can be right down easily as 
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It is clear from (4)-(7) that the given combination of the electromagnetic fields has to generate a plane 
transversal gravitational wave with the polarization known as h . It is composed by two the diagonal 
components ).(3322  hhh  
We have to remark here a special feature of this type conversion, namely, the appearance of a longitudinal 
component of GW 11h  which was produced by the diagonal component of the stress tensor 11 . The   
existence of such polarization, besides the principle ones хhh [, , is admitted in general relativity,( see 
[34]) but below we will be concentrated only at the transverse field components.  
 
      3. Calculation of the direct GZ-effect 
       
      The source of the gravitational radiation in the equation (4) is the Maxwell stress tensor, containing an 
EM harmonic wave and the constant magnetic field in the region 0  x  L. Let us seek a solution of (4) 
choosing for example the component of 22h . For linearly polarized EM the correspondent value of 22 (= 
- 33 ) is defined by (7) without the first constant term. Then the formula (4) is reduced to the equation 
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Its simple solution can be found in the form 
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A substituting these expressions in (8) results in the equation for parameters A, φ: 
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Finally one comes to the metric component of generated GW as 
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The amplitude (9) linearly grows along the way. But the effective travel distance is restricted by the size 
of magnetic field region (interaction zone). So the maximum generated GW amplitudes are 
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In principle a productivity of EM-GM conversion can be enhanced with a Fabry-Perot cavity placed in 
the region overlapped by magnetic field. At the cavity resonance nkL  22   the amplitude of reso-
nating EM waves are described by the following expression [35] 
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where 21 and rr  mirror‟s reflection coefficients; signs (±) present two parts of standing wave inside the 
cavity. So inside the Fabry-Perot cavity the EM amplitude is increased in factor of ).1/(1 21rr Putting 
(11) in (9)  one can estimate the maximal amplitude of the gravitational wave generated in the Fabry-
Perot cavity and traveled for example in the positive x direction 
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Here )1/( RF    is the finesse, 21rrR   is a power reflectance of the mirrors ( 21 and rr  ~ 1). Mod-
ern technologies allow a manufacturing of superconductive resonators with the quality up to the  level of 
energy reflectance 
8
21 101~
 rrR  and in future may be 1 – 10-10 .  
For numerical estimations let‟s take the  involved parameters close to their technical limit: 0H = 
510  Gs 
(or 10 Tesla); L = 100 m = 
410 cm, λ = 1 cm; 1 – R = 810 ; the EM amplitude 0
~
H  can be derived from 
the  pump power .4/
~ 2
0 cSHP   Then for the cross section of EM beam S = 1 cm
2
, and P = 10 kW (or 
1110  erg/s) one obtains - 47,6
~
0 H  Gs .  Finally the estimation of generated GW amplitude results in 
.101~ 32h   For advance superconductive microwave resonators with finesse F~ 10
10
 the final estima-
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tion could reach .101~ 30h  (it‟s worth to note that for microwave resonator the parameter F roughly 
can be equivalently replaced by the resonator quality factor.) 
 
      4. Evaluation of the inverse GZ-effect. 
    
   Let‟s consider the “inverse GZ problem” i.e. a detection of the EM radiation generated by GW in the 
strong magnetic field. As above let the region 0  x  L is filled by the constant magnetic field 
02 HeH   and the gravitational wave travels along the positive direction of x-axis. The goal is to esti-
mate an amplitude of the electromagnetic wave resulted from the interaction of GW with magnetic field.  
One can proceed from the three-dimensional Maxwell equations written in a curved space (it reflects a 
presence gravitational field) [29, 36]: 
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In the field configuration formulated above the equation for electric component reduced to 
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Substituting the expression (16) in (15) and assuming E = - e3E  we obtained the equation for the 
electric field E, : 
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 We interest the second term in the right side with amplitude kx  the EM wave length is 
much less a size of a magnetic field region. Then the formula (17) is reduced to the equation 
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A solution of the equation we seek in the form 
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Further we find the second derivatives of E with respect to x and respect to t: 
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Comparing this quantity with the equation (18) we obtain 
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It is the maximum amplitude of the signal EM wave which it can reach at the output of magnetic field 
region. However in principle the induced EM radiation can be enhanced by the Fabry-Perot cavity placed 
along the x-axis normal to the magnetic field. Inside the resonator with high reflecting mirrors the elec-
tromagnetic field will be increased in the factor 1/(1-R). However the problem consists in a way of mea-
surement of the electromagnetic field accumulated inside the cavity. One of ideas discussed in literature is 
a using a cavity with modulated quality factor [37]. A sharp falling down of the reflectivity of the output 
cavity mirror would produce a short pulse of accumulated EM energy which might be detected by a sensi-
tive photo sensor. In particular the utilization for this purpose a fractal mirror with derived reflectivity 
was proposed in the paper [31, 38, 39] but technical details have to be addressed. 
As for the expected EM quantum flux density induced by the coherent gravitational wave it can be esti-
mated through the formulae (23)-(24) amplified by the quality factor of FP cavity. Then for EM quantum 
flux NS after integration of the output power over the FP cavity cross-section S, one can get 
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For a numerical estimation one has to apply the parameters close to those were used above for the prob-
lem of GW generation: 
  ,10
32
  hhh  L = 100 m=
410  cm,    ),T10(Gs10 50 H      λ = 1 cm, 
       1- R = 10
-8
,    S = 1 cm
2
. 
.  
Substitution these numbers in the formula (22) yields
1310  sN S . It seems it is too small flux to be 
registered. For to improve situation one has to admit the FP resonator having the finesse (or quality fac-
tor) 
910)1/(  RF  . Then generated GW amplitude will have the order (12) ,102 31h and the 
signal photon flux resulted in
114  sN S .  Could this flux be registered ?  
 
Preliminary answer to this question on principal level might be found through comparison of the signal 
with the noise produced by the black body radiation background. The number of background photons in 
the volume V with frequency   inside the bandwidth   is presented by the classical formula [40] 
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Substitution Hz10103  , the bandwidth of the resonator HzF  30/ , the resonator volume 
3410 cmV   and the temperature  KT  300  gives the number of black body photons  05.0N . For 
the cryogenic resonator with KT 4  the expected number of photons is 006.0N .  One has to take 
into account that inside the resonator a total number of background photons is increased in F times (or in 
a quality factor), i.e. for the cryogenic case this number has to be 
6106  NFN tot .  Now one can 
estimate the measurement time required for the generated number photons would exceed the back-
ground   
 
dayss
N
N
S
tot
mes 4104
5       (24) 
 
This estimation presents only so called “potential level of sensitivity”, which ignores many different 
instrumental noises and technical problems. In the real experiment a long measurement time may be 
equivalently replace by a correspondent narrow band filtering.   
 
    
     5. Discussion    
Above a simple combination (couple) of the gravitational wave generator and receiver operating  through 
mechanism of the direct and inverse GZ-effect was analyzed and supplied by correspondent numerical 
estimations . It was shown that for the extreme but not too fantastic parameters of the setup it would be 
possible to satisfy (in principle) the condition of the Gravitational Hertz experiment i.e. a radiated GW 
power is turned out to be sufficient for registration by the “inverse receiver”. 
 It was occurred at the value of GW amplitude on the order of
3230 1010  h . This result appears due 
to application of FP cavity for an enhancing the amplitude of EM carrier in generator and EM signal wave 
in the receiver (in the paper [31] this possibility was not taken into account).   
Meanwhile originally the direct Gertsenshtein effect was formulated for an infinite open space 
[23] as well as the inverse effect [24]. Thus a physical argumentation in favor of a possibility of 
FP cavity using has to be given. It might be presented as follows; 
a) direct effect. 
 In the free space zone fulfilled by the magnetic field a birth of gravitational wave occurs due to 
the time dependent quadruple term in the right part of the equation (8) produced by the travelling 
electromagnetic wave. Synchronism of the process is provided by the equality of frequencies and 
wave vectors of the both waves.  Insertion of FP cavity mirrors with the base L changes the EM 
wave dynamics. The standing wave is created with amplitude increased in the finesse factor F 
equaled roughly to the number of EM wave round trips between mirrors. The standing wave 
formally can be considered as the sum of two travelling waves running in opposite directions 
along the x-axis. Each of these waves consists in F segments. Between the neighbor wave seg-
ments running for example to the right there is the time shift 2L/c and the phase shift 360 grad. 
So their sum reproduces continuous EM wave (a summing of different wave peaces (teams) with 
time shift L/c) travelled the distance F(L/c) through the space filled in by the magnetic field. The 
correspondent gravitational wave amplitude generated due to the Gertsenshtein effect will be 
proportional to ~ EH0 (FL/).  The equivalent coherent length of the laser radiation has to be 
larger the distance 2FL. These requirements will be fulfilled under the optical resonance condi-
tion L=n (/2). The gravitational wave rises in the form of two anti phase components leaving 
the source (FP cavity) in the opposite directions of x-axis.  
b) inverse effect 
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In the magnetic field irradiated by continuous gravitational wave a coherent EM radiation has to 
be born. Its amplitude must be increased with multi passes through the magnetic field zone. As 
above let‟s concentrate our attention on EM wave segments inside the FP cavity travelling along 
the direction of gravitational wave. Under the condition of FP resonance these wave segments 
will be coherently summarized resulting in enhancing the amplitude in F(L/) times It is just 
equivalent to the inverse Gertsenshtein- Zeldovich effect in a free space with the base FL filled 
by magnetic field. There is no any compensation with untiphase wave segments because the last 
ones have the time shift (L/c) in respect of the inphase segments. As well the total amount of EM 
waves produced in the same magnetic field zone can not have a mutual compensation so as the 
inphase and antiphase waves come out in opposite directions and do not interfere with each oth-
er.  
   In the physical picture presented above it was supposed the absence of any additional phase 
shifts of EM waves in magnetic field besides the shift at  grad under reflection from FP mirrors, 
i.e. there were no nonlinear effects type of optical birefringence, rotation of polarization plane 
etc. 
A detailed elaboration of the technical scheme of the experiment was not a subject of anxiety in 
this paper. It was concentrated on the investigation of principal opportunity to perform such ex-
periment with the present level of experimental technique. Above only main parts of the experi-
mental scheme in one dimension structure were defined. In that number are  i)  GW generator as 
a microwave FP cavity in the strong magnetic field with external EM power pump; ii)  EM re-
ceiver isolated from this pump also as FP cavity in the similar magnetic field; iii) the registrar of 
the output signal as a sensitive radiometer (photodetector).  
Of course our positive conclusion about  a feasibility of electromagnetic variant of the Hertz experiment 
takes place only at  the level of “potential opportunity” (it was supposed that  all generated GW radiation 
directly hits to the receiver, other losses also are absent etc.).  To compose any realistic engineering 
scheme typical questions such as a supply power, coherent hindrances, budget of noises and achievable 
signal-to-noise ratio have  to be addressed. 
At the end we would like make some comments in respect of a high frequency gravitational wave detector 
with an attractive sensitivity proposed in the paper [31]. It explores not the pure inverse GZ effect but 
introduces some modification adding to the strong magnetic field also an “EM Gaussian beam” along the 
GW propagation axis. It is supposed that interaction of this beam with destined GZ photons at the area of 
some fractal mirror [ 38, 39] produces an amplification of the secondary (signal) GZ photons. It resulted 
in the detector efficiency proportional to the first power of gravitational wave amplitude and electromag-
netic amplitude of the Gaussian beam. According to our estimations and earlier estimation for one special 
case considered by Zel‟dovich [30], the detector sensitivity has to be proportional to the square of gravita-
tional wave amplitude. Also the requirement of resonance wave synchronism in the process of conversion 
of gravitational waves into electromagnetic ones was not completely clear for the specific of the scheme 
[31] and also has to be addressed. But our main doubt is associated with the circumstance that this detec-
tor was proposed for a detection the relic gravitational wave background at its high frequency tail with 
stochastic standard estimation < h > 2/13010   Hz  
As we have seen this level corresponds to the very optimistic detection threshold even for the determinis-
tic signal with well know frequency and phase, so a registration of the stochastic background looks a bit 
unbelievable. Moreover a detection of very weak electromagnetic perturbations at such threshold level 
unavoidably has to be associated with any Quantum Electromagnetic Detection devices [6] and measure-
ment procedure type of Quantum Non demolition Measurements [41] 
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